Transmission — Tree of Porphry

**Transmission** (in neurology): see Conduction under Nerve Stimulation and Conduction.

Transmission (in theology and philosophy). Handing down by oral Tradition (q.v.) as contrasted with written records. (J.M.B.)

**Transposition** (in logic) [Lat. transponere, to place]; Ger. Hieverscheiben; Fr. transposition; It. trascrizzioni. Transposition consists in transferring a term from the subject to the predicate, or the reverse, with no change in the character of the connection; e.g., "No artist who are bankers are clever. No artists are clever bankers. No bankers are clever artists." These are all transpositions, the subject and the predicate moving to another place in the sentence. The propositions are all equivalent. (J.M.B.)

**Transubstantiation** [Lat. transubstantiatio, from transubstare, to change into another]; Ger. Transubstantiation; Fr. transsubstantiation; It. transsubstantiazione. In Catholic theology, the change of the elements in the Sacrament of the Eucharist, through the act of consecration, into the real body and blood of Christ. It is to be distinguished from consubstantiation, the doctrine of the coexistence of Christ's body and blood with the elements which remain unaltered; from the doctrine of impulsion or subulsion, that the body and blood are in or under the elements; also from all theories of the spiritual presence merely, i.e., as not involving the actual consubstantiation of the elements. The doctrine, first broached by some of the Greek Fathers, was a question of debate during the middle ages, although held by the principal schools. It was formally condemned by the Lateran Council, 1225, the Council of Trent, 1545, and has since that time been the authoritative belief of the Roman Catholic Church. (A.T.G.)

**Transmutation** [Gr. τρανσμυτάτωσις, a wound]; Ger. Transmutation; Fr. transmutation; It. transmutazione. A diseased condition produced by a wound, or by external violence. (C.M.B.)

**Transmutation, see Illusion of Motion and Motion;** [Lat. transmutatió; Ger. Transmutatio; Fr. transmutatió; It. transmutatió, a wound].

**Treason.** See High Treason.

**Tree of Porphry:** Ger. Baum des Por-
It is also sometimes called and figured as a builder, chief, rule, principle, author, lord, etc.

"Tree Structure: Tribal Self"

**Tree Structure:**

- **Trunk:** Genealogy
  - **Tremor:**[Latin, tremor, a shaking] Gen.: Tremor, earth quakes, Earth tremors; Tremor, earth tremors.
  - **Tremor:** A continuous series of small actions of the army, showing the power of the tree, and the tendency to branch out the branches, with substance at the top; of the figure for an outline.

- **Corpus:**
  - **Substance:**[Substance, form; Substance, form]
  - **Integument:**[Integument, skin; Integument, skin]
  - **Animatone:**[Animatone, animal; Animatone, animal]
  - **S.newInstance:**[S.newInstance; S.newInstance; S.newInstance]
  - **Hausal:**[Hausal; Hausal; Hausal]
  - **Tenuity:**[Tenuity; Tenuity; Tenuity]
  - **Hensa:**[Hensa; Hensa; Hensa]
  - **Scapula:**[Scapula; Scapula; Scapula]

**Tractatus:**[tractus, a tract; tractus, a tract]

- **Tribus:**[Latin, tribe; tribe]
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